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BACKGROUND

t

he cyprus centre of the peace research institute oslo (prio) and the centre for
european policy studies (ceps) organized a conference in Brussels on 20-21 may 2010
to facilitate dialogue between the Greek cypriot and turkish cypriot communities on
the issue of property. the conference was sponsored by the swedish ministry of foreign
affairs, the united nations Development programme action for cooperation and trust
(unDp-act), the european union’s civil society in action initiative in cyprus, the foreign
ministry of the netherlands and the embassy of austria. the representatives of the leaders of
both communities, mr George iacovou for the Greek cypriots (Gcs) and mr Kudret Özersay for
the turkish cypriots (tcs) took part, while the united nations office of the special adviser on
cyprus (osasG) attended as an observer. the conference was conducted under the chatham
House rule, therefore all participants were approached to ask if they were willing to have their
presentations published and all agreed. the discussions surrounding the presentations have
not been included.
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INTRODUCTORY SESSION
leopold Maurer, eC President’s special representative
to the un good offices Mission in Cyprus
mr maurer said that european commission president José manuel Barroso had responded to
the request to appoint a special representative not only because the un had asked but
because he also wanted to underline that he was personally interested in a resolution of the
cyprus problem. president Barroso had organized a steering group within the commission to
deal with the cyprus issue.
the last meeting of the leaders had been in april. it was a positive sign that only five
weeks after the election the two leaders would meet. much of the burden rested with the
special representatives and the commission was ready to support them both when they
were needed. a solution to the cyprus problem remained a strong desire of the commission
and the european union and the progress made by the leaders so far was highly appreciated.
it was crucial that the settlement talks continued on the basis of the progress achieved so far.
three chapters were more or less closed: governance, economy and eu matters. it made
sense that this conference focused on one in which there had been less progress.
property was often described as the thorniest issue in the negotiations, while governance
and power-sharing was the backbone. a breakthrough would only be possible if both sides
were ready to make a compromise. court cases could not replace a political settlement. a
political solution needed painful compromises on both sides. cyprus was the only eu member
with un military and police on its soil. the division needed to be overcome as soon as possible.
the leaders’ meeting next week should not be seen as a new process but as a continuation.

george iacovou, special representative of the greek Cypriot leader
mr iacovou said they had had 28 sessions on governance and power-sharing, nine on the
economy, four on eu matters, 18 on property, seven on “aliens, citizenship, immigration and
asylum” (as a way of avoiding mentioning the issue of settlers), and three on security and
guarantees. He said there were those who criticized them for concentrating only on
governance but this was not true. they had spent 18 sessions on property.
mr iacovou noted that everyone said property was a “hellishly difficult issue”. it was
definitely daunting. there were 400,000 pieces of land to deal with—310,000 pieces of Gc
property and 90,000 pieces of tc property. He did not mean parcels of land. in addition to the
pieces there were houses, hotels and homes. this meant that 400,000 or 450,000 individual
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decisions needed to be taken in future in the effort to solve the problem. the property issue
was not an issue apart from all the other issues. there were three aspects that came to mind.
some of them had been discussed to some extent and needed to be discussed further. as
regards the territorial issue, it was taken for granted that a piece of territory would be vested
in the Gc constituent state/federated unit in such a way that a considerable number of Gc
refugees would return under Gc administration. the bigger the piece, the smaller the
problem. there was also the issue of citizens: immigration was also an issue. they had spent
approximately 20 hours in seven sessions talking about the issue to get a feel for the size. tc
sources referred to anything from 190,000 to 400,000. this was a population many times the
size of the tc population. this had an impact on the property issue because many of these
people had been allowed to use Gc property. another issue was the number of Gc refugees,
who within the agreement, would return to their homes under tc administration. the problem
was not isolated. mr iacovou did not know to what extent they could talk about property
without at least by implication bringing some of these issues to bear.
mr iacovou said that he might have given the impression that they had made no progress
on property but after 18 sessions there had been some progress. they had agreed that the
right of property was recognized. this referred to Gc properties which would lie in the tc
constituent state/federated unit and tc property that would lie in the Gc constituent
state/federated unit. proof of ownership would rest on documents that existed in 1963 and
1974. it was also agreed that the owners of affected properties would have at their disposal
three remedies: restitution, compensation or exchange. they would need to be assisted by a
property commission of some kind. properties that were used for public benefit or which
were impossible to reinstate would be compensated.
they also categorized properties under 22 different headings and in this they had
divergences. the Gc position was that the legal owner, whether a Gc or a tc, had the right to
choose the future of the property from the three choices. as far as he was concerned the
owner had the freedom to do whatever he liked with it. He wanted to clarify what this meant.
in terms of restitution, there was legal restitution. they were not necessarily talking about
physical restitution.
mr iacovou said that the tc side took the position that it was the current user who had the
first option, and that he would decide the future of the property he was using. this would
effectively mean that the rights of the legal owner would be completely eroded or
substantially eroded and hardly any properties would be restituted unless they had no
current user. they also had a disagreement on the property commission. the Gcs felt there
should be only one responsible body for all properties. they also needed to clarify who was
the user. consider the case of a tc who came into possession of a Gc property, who lived in
the uK and rented the property to a third party. Who was the user: the person living in the
property or the person who had migrated?

Introductory session
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then there was the most difficult of cases: a home owned by a Gc who was still alive and
a refugee, and who wanted to go back, but the current user was a tc, who was himself
displaced and lived in the property and did not want to move. there were also other kinds of
properties, for instance a current user who did not even know where the property was. mr
iacovou said he could not see that these two cases should be dealt with in the same way.
When they talked about property, they talked about freehold property. But in their legislation
they had leasehold, life interest and so on. this was important because it gave them a number
of policy options in resolving the property issue. similarly, they talked about state land, public
land etc. they knew that public land could become private property overnight. there were
many issues and various policy options.

Kudret Özersay, special representative of the turkish Cypriot leader
mr Özersay said that the tc leader, Derviş eroğlu, had stated his commitment to resuming the
negotiations on the basis of the established un parameters, a bizonal bicommunal federation
with political equality; a federal government with a single international legal personality as
well as a tc constituent state and a Gc constituent state of equal status. the aim was not to
have the negotiations continue indefinitely but to find a fair and lasting solution to the cyprus
problem. they believed it was possible with mutual good will and responsible leadership.
in resolving the issue of property they must address the legitimate concerns of both
communities.
mr Özersay said he did not think the issue was really negotiated. they had fundamentally
different approaches on this issue and had produced no joint paper apart from one on the
categories of properties. they on the tc side were ready to be constructive and creative. they
believed it was possible to solve the property issue on the basis of certain principles and
criteria. this was the main difference between the two sides. the tcs underlined the principle
of objective criteria that had to be applied. the exercise of the right to property could be
regulated on the basis of objective criteria, on the basis of un parameters and factual
circumstances. each community would be guaranteed a clear majority of population and a
clear majority of property ownership in each area. a settlement should strike a fair balance
between the competing rights of current users and former owners.
this conference would be a good warm-up exercise. the Demopoulos case had established the immovable property commission (ipc) as an effective domestic remedy. as regards
territorial adjustment and citizenship, they would deal with some of these issues in the
afternoon. He noted that the recognition of the right of property was not isolated. there was
also an understanding that there was a need to recognize the rights and interests of the
current users under the european convention on Human rights (the convention), both
property rights and under article 8 of the convention.
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SESSION 1: NORMATIVE DIMENSIONS
OF THE PROPERTY ISSUE
achilleas demetriades, lawyer
Demetriades said that legal action brought by the Gcs was their answer to turkish military
occupation. from the 1989 Loizidou v. Turkey case onwards turkey had been deemed
responsible for human rights violations and the notion of subordinate local administration
had been introduced. Loizidou also introduced the concept of loss of use, so it is not the
normal approach in a property violation scenario, when one would expect the issue to be
about expropriation.
the Arestis pilot case was based on the fact that a systemic problem had been identified.
the strasbourg system was overloaded. they needed a mechanism to deal with a backlog. it
was not a conspiracy against Gcs; it had been used with italy and even with turkey. the
Demopoulos case was of huge importance. its purpose was to establish whether the ipc was
an effective domestic remedy. the way Gcs went to strasbourg was unusual in the jurisprudence of the european court of Human rights (ectHr) because there was no domestic
remedy. that remedy had now been established. it was the proper approach to be taken: to
go to the ipc, appeal to the high administrative court if necessary and if not satisfied to go to
strasbourg. the cyprus government was telling people not to go to the ipc.
through the ipc and in Demopoulos, turkey had accepted liability, recognized ownership
and made payments. the baseline was that the Gc on the title deed was still the owner today.
How you regulated that ownership was another matter but one should not forget the
starting point.
there were also questions about the ipc. could claims be effectively dealt with? Was there
the manpower? What did people expect to get? Would restoration be granted? Would
exchange be allowed? exchange is not possible now under the rules governing the guardianship of tc properties. What about the time limit of 21 December 2011 for the mandate of the
ipc? Would the right to go to strasbourg be extinguished? this deadline gave a time limit for
the political process of negotiations to finish.
there was also the question of what the republic of cyprus would do in claims by tcs for
just satisfaction of property rights in the south. the Sofi case was settled for eur 500,000. the
government was now engaged in amending the law in response to the ectHr. it would
provide the flexibility to take properties out of the guardian of tc properties.
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as regards the Orams case, this was about a person-to-person trespass as opposed to
person-to-state issues. it could be effective in the european union or in russia where there
was a reciprocal enforcement of judgments agreement. Whether Demopoulos affected
Orams raised difficult questions.
Demetriades said that loss of use, the fact that the owner had lost rent, was being completely ignored by the numbers cited in relation to compensation. yet it was important because
it acted as a disincentive to protracted negotiations, since with every passing day there was
an additional cost. maybe through negotiation procedures could be found to set off the
claims but they should not be ignored from the beginning. at the moment calculations were
being based only on sale value and ignored the loss of use claim that had accumulated.

Mert guçlu, lawyer
citing shapiro, Guçlu said that the length of time that has elapsed minimized the chance of
complete return. together with many european countries, reinstatement was legally limited
by the polish government: a certain amount of land above a certain number of hectares was
non-reinstatable. in czechoslovakia agricultural land was deemed legally non-reinstatable.
Germany had also put limits. in estonia certain sizes of land was non-returnable. in the usiran tribunals compensation was offered not reinstatement. in Bosnia socially owned apartments were not returned. reinstatement was not the only option. there had been a shift in
the ectHr mind from Loizidou to Arestis and now Demopoulos. this meant that the redress
should consist of not only reinstatement, but also of exchange or compensation. therefore
the realities and the circumstances of the population living in the relevant area and their
livelihood should be taken into account.
in the eu there were many derogations from the acquis communautaire and the convention.
in Denmark there were permanent eu derogations on non-permanently resident eu nationals
purchasing property. malta limited eu citizens to owning properties only as secondary
residences. in the aland islands residents who had the intention of settling required
permission from the government. new residents in northern ireland required permission.
also poland and the uK had derogations in this regard as confirmed by the ectHr. the czech
republic had issues about the convention and the sudetenland Germans, as in the case of
prince Hans adam. He said that derogations in eu law were deemed to be valid as long as
they were included for a legitimate purpose, and here that purpose was unification.
as regards derogations, the Draft act of adaptation in the annan plan contained
provisions that referred to a letter addressed to the council of europe stating that the settlement provided a domestic remedy (such as in the Kozlova and Smirnova v. Latvia case). But it
was merely a letter of request; it was not conclusive. to reach a strong conclusive arrangement
on whatever deviations there would be, the waiver had to be established as part of primary
law by means of derogations.

Session 1: Normative dimensions of the property issue
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in the case of Denmark and malta, although many factual resemblances to the cyprus
problem existed, the derogation related only to secondary residences, not primary residences,
and had to be applied in a non-discriminatory manner. people who had resided for more than
seven years in Denmark were allowed to buy property.

rhodri C. Williams, international human rights consultant (discussant)
Williams focused on three key international law developments related to the normative
framework for property claims in cyprus. first, it was now well established that the right to a
remedy for human rights violations had a substantive as well as a procedural aspect.
traditionally, human rights conventions had focused solely on the procedural aspects of the
right to a domestic remedy, for example the right to access justice in the form of guarantees
of a hearing before an independent and impartial body. the concept of substantive
remedies—or reparations—had recently migrated from the law on state responsibility to
human rights law. this was reflected in the existence of international law standards such as
the 2006 van Boven/Bassiouni principles, which asserted a right not only to procedural access
to justice but also to substantive reparations such as restitution and compensation for victims
of particularly serious violations of international human rights and humanitarian law.
regional human rights courts in the african, european and inter-american systems had also
supported this trend in their jurisprudence.
a second emerging rule of human rights law involved the proposition that de facto
conditions such as frozen conflicts did not suspend the immediate de jure obligation to
provide an effective remedy to victims of violations. the ectHr had repeatedly asserted its
jurisprudence on cyprus that the status of ongoing negotiations did not justify failure to
provide remedies for human rights violations. this principle had also been invoked by the
parliamentary assembly of the council of europe in its recent resolution 1708 (2010) on “solving
the property issues of refugees and displaced persons”. other practice supporting this
emerging rule included the un register of Damages (unroD) formed in order to compile
claims related to material harms caused by israel’s construction of a wall in the occupied
palestinian territories. the unroD was set up pursuant to a 2004 advisory opinion by the
international court of Justice finding that israel was under an immediate obligation to
dismantle the wall and provide substantive remedies to persons adversely affected by its
construction.
a third emerging principle was that the criteria for judging the “effectiveness” of domestic
remedies may be broadly drawn, for reasons related both to the discretion of states and the
needs of victims. for both practical and principled reasons, expedited, ad hoc programmes
were increasingly seen as more effective in addressing claims arising from mass violations
than individual adjudication of each case, for instance. similarly, both the van Boven/ Bassiouni
principles and recent jurisprudence of the ectHr had departed from the traditional rule that
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restitution should be prioritized over other forms of reparations such as compensation. for
instance, the court in Demopoulos ruled that states providing reparations could not rule out
restitution outright, but that they had discretion to limit the circumstances under which
restitution would be provided based on contextual circumstances such as the effects of the
passage of time. in this context, it was also crucial that victims were consulted and were able
to express their views on the nature of remedial measures that would be most useful in
overcoming the harms they had suffered as a result of human rights violations.
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SESSION 2: PUBLIC OPINION
ON THE PROPERTY ISSUE
erol Kaymak, eastern Mediterranean university, department of
international relations
Kaymak introduced the interpeace cyprus 2015 project. part of the research related to polling
and part of it to dialogue. He noted that there were different motivations for solving the
cyprus problem. the Gcs were trying to change the status quo and they were concerned
about security. the tcs had a wide array of interests, such as improvement in the economic
situation.
Gcs and tcs agreed on security in so far as they both found it important. it was the second
highest issue of importance for tcs and third for Gcs. as regards property, restitution was
“absolutely essential” for 53% of Gcs. tcs thought in terms of compensation; only 5% wanted
restitution. However, the polls also showed that there was room for a balanced compromise.
the issue of bizonality was contested in Gc public opinion. there was support in both communities for the notion that affected individuals needed to be consulted. as regards the past,
there were contrasting discourses. Gcs had strong and vivid memories (61%), tcs much less
so (19%). Gcs tended to see the past as having been very good. tcs were more divided.
according to the results 97% of Gcs owned a primary residence while only 59% of tcs
owned a primary residence. around 50% of Gcs reported that they had been granted use of
a primary residence as a result of their displaced status; 54% of displaced tcs said they had
been granted use of a primary residence.
Gcs did not believe that current users should have priority in almost any category except
public utilities. tcs were more divided. they were more favourable towards Gc preferences as
regards vacant land, for example, but might not understand the implications of their answers,
since a vast amount of land was vacant and Gcs tended to want vacant land back.
among Gcs, 59% said they would return to an area under Gc control; only 10% said they
definitely would return if the area were under tc control; 7% said they might return and 64%
said they definitely would not do so. older people were much more interested in return than
younger people. Gcs were more likely to return to an area under tc control if there were Gcs
in the same village, yet 50% of Gcs were still against living in the tc constituent state even if
a range of measures were taken to support them, such as churches or Gc doctors.
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the least interest for return was in the mesaoria area and the most was in Kyrenia, perhaps
explained by differences in the value of the asset.
When Gc dispossessed owners were asked what they would do with their property if it
fell under Gc administration, the most popular answer was to use it as a primary residence
and the least popular was to take government guaranteed bonds for it. if the property were
in the tc constituent state, the most popular was exchange (57% definitely or probably),
followed by compensation (52% definitely or probably). only 10% would definitely or probably
use it as a primary residence.

Katerina Papadopoulou, researcher, Cyprus 2015
papadopoulou presented the qualitative findings of the cyprus 2015 work based on focus
groups, in-depth interviews and stakeholder panels. Gcs tended to focus on property rights,
not necessarily on return. tcs acknowledged ownership but there was more emphasis on the
rights of the current user. Both said no one should be thrown out of their homes. Gcs would
come to an arrangement with current users. tcs saw the problem of what to do with current
users as a problem of the administration because it was the administration which granted the
use of property. for Gcs security was even more important than property. But tcs were also
concerned about their safety.
Gcs saw tcs as having a better deal: retaining their ownership rights in the south but with
access to other property in the north. tcs on the other hand said that they did not have
access in the south and did not have rights in north so they felt they owned nothing. it was
suggested that the two communities completely misunderstood one another.
at least half of Gcs said they were willing to compromise for the greater good. for others,
they felt that any solution was bound to be unfair, therefore it would be better to stay as they
were. for tcs the status quo was unsustainable and a solution must be found. they stated
their willingness to compromise.
there was a suggestion that individuals could solve the property issue among themselves
as long as there was an organization to give them guidelines about the values of property. Gcs
made a distinction between tcs and turks and were less flexible about the latter. some tcs
with equity in the south were willing to move but would probably sell the property in the south.
Gcs saw classification of properties as a ploy to sell them a suboptimal solution. tcs
focused more on the type of current user or original owner than types of properties. for Gcs,
original homes were the most important. for tcs there was no particular order or rank. as
regards compensation both tcs and Gcs were suspicious about how their property would be
valued. for Gcs compensation was taboo. they were more flexible about exchange. tcs
preferred compensation and exchange even in cases where they had significant property in
the south.
return was entrenched in the Gc discourse but they could be flexible as long as they had
the first say. since the crossing points had opened in 2003 they could now entertain different
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scenarios. for example, some said the current user must leave the property even if they as
dispossessed owner would not return. But another segment had moved from return to
justice. remaining true to the right of ownership was more important than whether they
returned or not. it was a question of pride.

Peter loizos, london school of economics and Political science
(discussant)
loizos noted that people say some things in private and sometimes different things in public.
Did these surveys count as public or private conversations? there was a difficulty in interpreting survey work: when the researcher was not well known to the respondent, one got
officializing responses conforming to the dominant discourse, which was almost coercively
exercised in the Gc community, maybe less so in the tc community. (the researchers noted
that they had made multiple visits, 10 or 11 in some cases and tried to corroborate responses).
How would cypriots react to a real world settlement? there was no mention, for example,
of grandchildren. cypriots had a huge preoccupation and frequent contact with their
grandchildren and provided important support to their own children by offering reliable care
for the grandchildren. this allowed women on lower incomes to work, with lower childcare
costs, and greater psychological security. therefore some might not wish return in practice
because this would mean they saw less of their grandchildren and this would reduce the
practical support they could offer to their working children.
nor were the practical costs of return being discussed. in many cases, former homes had
collapsed and would need to be completely rebuilt, orchards had fallen into decay or been
cut down, thus providing no income stream.
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SESSION 3: IMPLEMENTATION OF SOLUTIONS
george iacovou
mr iacovou said he wanted to address the question of bizonality. there was no united nations
position or definition of bizonality as being a majority issue. it was mentioned once in a
secretary-General report but was unlike political equality which had been mentioned in
security council resolutions. no one attempted to adopt a security council resolution which
mentioned majority property ownership. it was quite a basic disagreement between them
and it influenced the negotiations considerably.
they had considerable differences of approach. they were not ultimately irreconcilable but
he wanted to examine two models, one that supported compensation as the solution and the
other that accepted only restitution as the remedy. With 400,000 pieces of property, valuing
for the purposes of compensation would be be a mammoth task. the immovable property
commission had received 450 applications, and had decided on 70, involving 322 pieces of
land. on this basis it would take about 3,000 years. there was also the question of who was
going to pay. one was talking of billions of euros. even at the best of times one would never
get funding from the international community. the tcs could therefore never really afford a
policy of compensation unless short cuts were taken which would cause many problems.
considering the other option of restitution, no one ever suggested that people who were
users of the property would be ejected from the houses they occupied. mr iacovou made the
distinction between legal possession and physical restitution. leasehold and other
arrangements were often used in other countries. Why was it that they could not say that they
returned the legal freehold to the legal owner until people finally decided what they want to
do? there were many other advantages. the market place was going to determine the values
and they would have a proper free market in which to decide relationships. according to
research most people would want compensation. even if the owner’s preference was to wait
for the market to decide the values of property, people wanted compensation immediately.
so they had a right to expect a system that really gave them proper compensation. it must
be fair compensation so that the individual would have a measure of comparison. for
example, if someone were to receive €100,000 for a 5-bedroom house he would not be able
to buy a two-bedroomed apartment in nicosia. there was also the matter of recent arrivals in
Karpass who were given the property of people who had died. How could one deny the right
to the children of someone who had died?
as for factories, why could they not have a co-operative model? there must be one
property market.
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Kudret Özersay
mr Özersay said that as a general approach it was better to focus on principles than on details.
a settlement must be based on creative and practical solutions based on un parameters. it
must avoid the seeds of new conflict. for the viability of a settlement one could not take into
consideration only certain legal points. it was also important not to create new dispossessed
or displaced persons. there was therefore a need to acknowledge the competing rights of
owners and users. the four basic principles that should be taken into consideration were: 1)
bizonality; 2) established practices of the un; 3) the acknowledgement that the exercise of
property rights can be regulated; and 4) legal certainty and predictability.
as regards bizonality, there were unsc resolutions (resolution 750) endorsing this notion
in secretary-General reports s/21183 (1990), s/23780 (1992). there was also the 2 march 2010
admissibility decision in Demopoulos and others v. Turkey where the tc law establishing the
immovable property commission was found to be in line with human rights standards. the
tc law establishing the immovable property commission referred to the principle of bizonality
in the context of a settlement of the cyprus problem.
as regards consistent un practice through various plans, draft agreements, opening
statements ideas or non-papers, in 1992 the Ghali set of ideas referred to the principle that a
property could not be reinstated if the current user was also a displaced person and wished
to remain, if the property had been substantially altered, or if a property had been converted
to public use. the annan plan followed these principles with more detailed provisions, such as
giving priority to the claims of current users, eligibility to title for those who had significantly
improved property and included a type of ceiling on ownership for those hailing from the
other constituent state.
the third principle was that a right to property was not absolute. it could be regulated to
reconcile competing legitimate rights and interests. Deprivation could be justified as long as
“a legitimate aim” was pursued, including avoidance of future conflict. there could be different
redresses: compensation, restitution, exchange or alternative property. this had been established by the Demopoulos decision, which accepted the ipc as an effective domestic remedy.
the main redress of the ipc had been compensation. there was some exchange but restitution
was limited.
Given the ruling of the ectHr, a property regime similar to ipc would be in line with the
human rights standards of the convention.
as regards legal certainty and predictability, this meant that the type of redress could not
be based on the dispossessed owner’s preference alone. there had to be a type of consultation
and it must be subject to pre-determined objective criteria, otherwise the principle of
bizonality would be jeopardized. people would not know what would happen to their
property when they went to vote.
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there were certain factors that needed to be taken into account when deciding the
redress. there was the time factor, which included the emotional link to the property of both
the dispossessed owner and the current user. transactions, improvement of properties and the
rights and interests of current users also had to be taken into account. the economic disparity
between the two sides should also be considered. one should not create new and disproportionate wrongs. and finally one had to be mindful of the decisions of international courts.
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SESSION 4: SOCIETAL NEEDS AND
EXPECTATIONS
symeon Matsis, Private sector Consultant
matsis said that a property solution also entailed social considerations. there needed to be
equality and fair prices for property transactions, whether the remedy was reinstatement,
exchange or compensation. What was a fair price? current value, market prices or another
number? it was not easy to determine. But it was important to give people choices to keep it
out of court. one probably had to maximize the quantity of land in the Gc constituent state
because it would reduce the need for compensation.
referring to the appropriate inflation rate to apply, if one took a base year and added
inflation in the intervening years, the average annual consumer price inflation rate since 1978
had been 4.4% in the south and 48.6% in the north. nevertheless, prices in the north were
lower than the south because of parallel depreciation of the turkish lira. as regards house and
land prices, there was not much information at eu or international level. the limited property
price information published by the Economist on 20 countries showed that there was great
volatility in house prices. prices in many countries had fallen because of the economic crisis
but before that had appreciated much more than retail prices because they were purchased
not only as homes but as assets, for speculative purposes.
in cyprus there was no official house price index but studies using factors affecting house
prices suggested that house prices oscillated substantially between 1988 and 2008 and
differed by type of dwelling. the speaker’s own estimate was that on average, property prices
in the south must have risen by more than inflation but by less than 10% each year. His
assumption was that house prices had risen by 7% per year. in practice, if one took a base year
and added property price inflation in the intervening years, it meant that compensation
would be very prohibitive. one was looking at eur 45 billion, or twice the size of combined
GDp. even if this amount of money could be found, it would be extremely inflationary.
therefore it was important to reduce the amount of land to be compensated. so one clear
way out would be to encourage owners freely to exchange properties through the market.
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hasan ali Biçak, higher education accreditation
and Coordination Council
Biçak noted the difference in expectations as shown by the polls. for example, the Gc
preference for restitution was at the top whereas for tcs it was at the bottom. the Gcs rank
bottom the idea that all Gcs should stay in the south and all tcs in the north. in the annan
plan around 50% of the displaced would return to their properties through territorial
adjustment. then there was the provision of one-third for other owners. the point was that it
would not be all exchange, not all settlers would go abroad, and not all dispossesed would
return. political solutions therefore required political will with painful compromises. it was
very important that the political leaders acted responsibly and gave the message that the
solution would be in the middle of different extremes.
as regards social needs, in economics there were primary needs and secondary needs.
there would be dislocation of the people, new settlement, refurbishment of houses, new
infrastructure, rebuilding varosha. they had begun to write the list in the Working Group on
economic matters and had decided that there would be an ad hoc committee to decide
about priorities. the cost should not be a burden on the federal budget.

rebecca Bryant, george Mason university, department of sociology
and anthropology
in the context of societal needs and expectations, Bryant suggested thinking about how
property had come to symbolize a range of issues involving territory, belonging, dignity and
so on. By identifying some of these issues, it might be possible to think more clearly about
some of the less tangible, non-economic impediments to solving the property problem. for
example, the relationship between restitution and return was important but was usually
disentangled in discussions of the property issue.
1) Property, territory, and sovereignty: it had been mentioned that resolving the property issue
was a matter of regulating what ownership meant. one could not emphasize this enough.
ownership was regulated through a property regime, and a property regime was directly
related to territory and sovereignty. for instance, if the trnc had been recognized, it would
have been possible for the trnc to confiscate and redistribute Gc property. the property
issue was, then, in its essence a political and not a legal issue.
in the cyprus lawfare, or the continuation of conflict by judicial means, property was
being used as a way of battling over territory and sovereignty, and ultimately gaining a
judgment on one’s own version of historical “right.” it had already been noted that the Gc
lawsuits were a response to the turkish invasion and it had become common now for people
on both sides of the island to say that “if the property problem is solved, the cyprus problem
will be finished.” But while property lawsuits might present the possibility of “finishing” the
cyprus problem, they might actually impede its resolution.
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2) Place, belonging, and community: the difficulty of resolution was related to the fact that Gc
loss was not only loss of a piece of land but loss of communities. tc villages were for the most
part settled together after 1974, while Gcs were scattered. this meant that “the home” that
Gc refugees imagined was not simply a material possession but was something that came to
stand for family, community, and ties to place over generations. unfortunately, the Gc discourse
of “human rights” had a tendency to obscure this and made this desire difficult to understand,
since that rhetoric focused on demands on the return of individual property. But the loss of
community was an important reason why many Gcs had rejected the annan plan. While it
was probably impossible to reconstruct community after 36 years, it was also the case that for
any plan to succeed in the south it would have to acknowledge and attempt somehow to
rectify the loss of community associated with the loss of home. approaches to the property
issue had been fractured by the opening of the checkpoints, when people were faced with
the probable impossibility of “real” return.
3) Dignity and worth: for many people, the loss of land was a loss of dignity, and hence a loss
of self-worth and identity. this, for many people, was the real trauma of displacement, and
giving people money would only partially solve the problem. an individual acquired a sense
of dignity and self-worth within a particular community where they were known, and so to
give some form of compensation without meeting the second need (place, belonging and
community) would most likely be successful only in the cases of those who did not really
need the compensation anyway, i.e., those who had other forms of community that were
more important to them, such as their class or profession.
to date there had been no attempt to rehabilitate people, though their losses had often
been politically manipulated. it seemed that a large-scale study of resettlement, coping
issues, and long-term psychological and health issues was needed on both sides of the island
in order to determine what services might be offered that would not turn the prospect of
renewed displacement in the event of a settlement into a re-traumatization.

Practical steps
1) Any kind of restitution requires reconciliation: reconciliation was required because tcs saw
that the conflict was started by their former neighbours, and because many were displaced
by their former neighbours, most polls showed that tcs did not want Gcs coming to live with
them. this was tied up with the continuing Gc rhetoric of blaming turkey, seeking justice
through lawfare, and thereby effectively erasing what happened in the 1960s. until these
histories were recognized, dealt with, and put in the past, large-scale restitution was not a
viable option.
2) Right of first refusal for those with memories of homes: Bryant believed that the only way a
referendum would pass in the south would be to give all persons with memories of their
homes the option of restitution. one could talk about this in terms of numbers of refugees, or
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one could talk about it in terms of parcels of land. talking about 400,000 parcels of land made
it seem a very big issue. But if one assumed 142,000 original refugees, then took into account
those satisfied by territorial adjustment, those who had died and those who were not
landowners, the number of claims could fall to 30-40,000. if all 40,000 received up to five
donums it would be only one-fifth of the one million donums expected to be left in the north
after territorial readjustment. so both in terms of numbers of people and in terms of amount
of land, this did not seem to impinge on bizonality as the tc side had articulated it.
a solution like this would be perceived by a certain segment of Gc society as “unjust.” the
limit on the amount of land to which one was eligible would not be liked by large landowners,
although quite a few had already applied to the immovable property commission, precisely
because the return of land was not so important to them. in the north, many would not be
happy because it presented the possibility of Gcs returning without having gone through a
process of reconciliation.

roger Zetter, university of oxford, department of international
development
Zetter said that the majority of the world’s refugees now live in protracted exile—a de facto
unmixing of people. yet the refugee regime, developed from the 1951 Geneva convention on
refugees, was premised on durable solutions to displacement for which the doctrine of
return was a fundamental norm. However, return and remixing raises challenging and contradictory issues of sovereignty, justice and land restitution. cyprus illustrated many of these
aspects and the problematic of how the international community unlocked this situation.
cyprus lay on the cusp of an archetypal protracted displacement situation, implying that
there might be a resolution on the one hand, and the unfolding of a permanent unmixing of
peoples on the other.
Zetter said that land issues lay at the heart of many decades old conflicts, such as cyprus
and israel-palestine. yet only recently had the international community tried to codify the
post-conflict resolution of land and property rights through soft law initiatives, such as the
pinheiro principles. the pinheiro report cited 20 cases or so of unresolved property issues
involving 8 or 9 million people.
of the three ways of conceptualising the relationship between land and conflict—land as
conflict, land in conflict and land after conflict—it was the last which was most problematic
in cyprus. essentially the conflict and displacement decade, between 1963 and 1974, was not
about land and territorial control. and whilst there was physical destruction and significant
economic disequilibrium as a result of the conflict, it was the legacy of land issues after
conflict that lay at the core of resolving the island’s division.
urban land market management and urban planning had, to some extent, addressed
post-conflict disequilibria. However, what was fundamental to a lasting solution was to tackle
the issues of population return and property restitution because land and land ownership
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were so embedded in the cypriot culture. this was perceived largely as an issue of human
rights and justice as much as one of compensation per se. these challenges were compounded by the extensive process of secondary occupation of abandoned property on both
sides of the island and the uncertain status of land occupancy and titles. this had become
more difficult to resolve as time passed.
the annan plan provided comprehensive proposals linking (partial) return to property
restitution and compensation packages mediated by a property commission. With the failure
of the plan to produce a lasting solution through international political processes, and the
opening of the Green line, a new phase had emerged. Gcs had resorted to international and
domestic courts to remedy their individual claims for land restitution and compensation.
although successful, case-by-case judicial decisions were detached from, and potentially
undermine, the wider political framework for unlocking the protracted displacement and a
sustainable solution to the division of the island.

Charles Philpott, independent legal Consultant (discussant)
philpott drew some comparisons between the Balkans and cyprus. in Bosnia, there were over
200,000 restitution claims made and formally resolved. there was an explicit policy of promoting return and an attempt to reconstruct pre-war population balances. this was, in part,
because of the Dayton agreement but also how international actors interpreted it: it shaped
the restitution process. consequently, issues of compensation and exchange were off the table.
a major difference between Bosnia and cyprus was the length of time. Bosnian restitution
began almost immediately afterward the war and was completed within ten years. (initially,
it was predicted to take 40 years.) With a longer period, entrenched positions and maximalist
claims developed. on the other hand, it would not be a ‘hot’ situation, as in Bosnia. Besides
which, in Bosnia, there was a very strong international presence and international administration. the war also interrupted the transition from communism to a free market: socialist
forms of ownership were changing before, but the conflict disrupted the process. moreover,
the restitution process was not planned and the Dayton commission was not up to the task
of managing it: it was evolutionary and responsive to conditions.
the divergence between public and private discourse was the same in Bosnia as in cyprus.
similar problems were highlighted by displaced persons. there were questions about validity
and accuracy. philpott was impressed by the research to examine likely responses in cyprus.
very few surveys were done in Bosnia. in Kosovo, they estimated 11,000 commercial/ agricultural claims but instead received 47,000. as regards expectations, in Bosnia it was much
simpler because they were not entrenched. there was broad agreement on people’s property
rights and almost no dispute over private property, although there was more debate about
the remnants of socially owned property. With respect to current users, there was a presumption favouring return, so the owner had the paramount right. in certain cases, “constructive
notice” was even deemed acceptable because this was such a well established principle.
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restitution succeeded in a formal sense in Bosnia. in the 1990s, property was the biggest
issue and this was no longer the case. But, in so far as restitution was equated with return, it
was a failure. one could say that restitution succeeded because return failed. factors contributing to its failure were that the international community misdirected a lot of support.
many issues of security and economic livelihoods were not addressed. education was tackled
only late in the process. property was restored but people had no basis for return: a lack of
jobs was probably the single biggest deterrent.
one of the virtues of the flawed process in Bosnia was that it did give people choice. it was
an act of reconciliation because the local authorities, who had taken the properties, were
obliged to give them back. and there was formal recognition of the property right: if or how
the right was then exercised was left to the owner.
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SESSION 5: STRUCTURAL PLANNING
işılay yılmaz, association of Women to support living - Kayad
yılmaz said one needed to be realistic. Bizonality prevented island-wide restitution and implied
two options. the first was full restitution in the territorial adjustment areas. the larger the area,
the nearer one reached full restitution. But the greater the population living in the territorial
adjustment areas the larger the number of people displaced who needed to be rehoused.
therefore increasing restitution decreased compensation but raised investment and social costs.
the second option was part compensation, part restitution. By dictating strict ratios, like
in the annan plan, uncertainties about the cost of compensation might be removed but the
freedom of choice would be violated. on the other hand if freedom of choice was given, there
would be a higher number of preferences for compensation. the evaluation criteria for compensation could be definite but the future market values would be uncertain. uncertainties
should be removed as soon as possible because as long as there were uncertainties about the
cost of the property regime, the negotiators would not be able to agree and the people
would not vote in favour of it.
one way forward would be to research alternative total cost scenarios. one could measure
the preferences of dislocated people. Within the negotiations territorial adjustment and
property rights were being considered under two different headings. While it was true that
property rights were a personal matter and territorial rights were a political matter a solution
should consider both together. research and studies were vital for making plans. any property
regime that would include considerable investment and relocation needed planning.
investments would bring a development boom. there might be a need to import labour.
the mass relocation of people and potential labour inflow would create huge social problems.
the demand for social services would rise faster than capacity. the absence of a spatial
plan would be a threat to environmental resources. excess housing investment might create
other problems.
lessons could be drawn from the construction boom in the north. the annan plan property
regime removed some uncertainties about Gc property left behind. those who had developed the property would have right of first say. so the boom reflected a false legitimization
effect. investment in construction was triggered, there was a boom in real estate and a wealth
effect. the construction sector rose by more than 30% in real terms. the real GDp growth rate
surpassed 10% for first time and the investment rate almost tripled, reaching usD 12,000 in
2006 from usD 4,000 in 2002. imports increased tremendously. During that period tl was
under control so the inflationary effect was not so negative.
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the initial effect on public sector finances was positive but there was no structural reform,
the inflow of workers led to a massive migration problem, and basic public services were
missing. there were overcapacity problems and a degradation of public services. the absence
of a physical plan led to irregular mass investment in rural and urban areas. Houses were built
without infrastructure. this lesson from the past meant one had to avoid a construction
boom. planning for housing and infrastructure investment must be injected into the negotiations. one had to establish some principles that both sides had to abide by.

andreas symeou, member of the greek Cypriot property negotiating
delegation
symeou said that in 1974 about 35% of population—180,000 Gcs and 45,000 tcs—were
displaced. in the south there were 354,000 hectares belonging to Gcs and 58,500 ha
belonging to tcs. in the north there was 195,000 ha belonging to Gcs and 52,500 belonging
to tcs. of these properties a large percentage, about 38.3% of all private properties, was
affected. the population in the south was 789,000 and according to the tc census the
population in the north was 256,000. now the area of Gc affected properties per tc user was
4.3 hectares and the area or tc affected properties per Gc user was 0.3 ha. the average
holding per cypriot was 1.0 hectare. this explained the importance attached to the notion of
user by the tcs.
as regards the costs of solution there had been many studies which probably did not take
into account some mitigating factors, such as surplus housing as a result of the fact that several
thousand settlers would have to leave, the existence of several thousand vacant houses,
including famagusta, the staging of the process, and incentives to stay in the territorial
adjustment areas.
it would be a win-win situation if 38% of private properties were returned to market and
possession was legalized. there would be certainty and stability and a flourishing of foreign
investment. the benefits were much larger than the costs.

gaston neocleous, the Council for reconstruction and resettlement
neocleous gave some estimates for reconstruction. Housing units for 100,000 people would
cost eur 3 billion. some eur 3 billion would be needed for public buildings, commercial
installations and offices and another eur 3 billion for infrastructure. these costs would be
shared by state and private sector. over ten years, this was just under eur 1 billion per year.
Half of this can be found in savings from spending on arms.
comparing with other places such as lebanon, Germany and ireland, one could see that
in lebanon, a company was used essentially to destroy and reconstruct. But it did not give a
voice to the people and compensation was not considered adequate. in Germany, individual
property rights were transformed into shared rights. the right of the original owner was protected even where expropriated at lower than market value. in northern ireland abandoned
places were rebuilt. there was eu funding of eur 900 million.
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in cyprus, a vital precondition would be that there was social consent, therefore property
rights must be respected. it was important to secure substantial donor funds. as regards
varosha, this could be reconstructed and resettled according to certain criteria and in consultation with owners. the aim should be to create a modern, efficient, environmentally friendly
and cultured town. there was a need for a master plan for all of famagusta: inside the old
walls and outside.
as regards morphou, the challenge would be to create new homes and new properties
for a “twin city” for tcs. this could probably be done on state land. it would be necessary to
arrange things so that people could move together. as regards return, the options could be
free return immediately if the property was uninhabited, or a grace period if it was inhabited.
if certain conditions prevailed there would not be free return but options of exchange, private
agreements or a “property stock exchange”. one needed to take into account economic and
social viability. there was a need for well prepared island and town plans.

Peter Van der auweraert, international organization for Migration,
land, Property and reparations division (discussant)
van der auweraert said that while there had been lots of research efforts in cyprus on the cost
of compensation, doing the opposite was also useful. in Kirkuk they started by talking to key
donors and the World Bank to try to assess how much money they thought they were going
to get. once one knew the range, for example, between eur 200 mln and eur 1 billion, one
could work backwards and ask what were the priorities. if compensation had to be paid for
400,000 pieces of land did anyone have the money? if not then one had to find alternative
solutions.
as regards valuations, 100,000 claims would take at least 10 years. in iraq, claims were based
on the value at the time one submitted the claim. But by 2010 property values had increased
enormously so people were not happy. therefore, when looked at value, it was not enough
to look at the value today.
if one could not compensate everyone 100% then perhaps the small landowners could
get 100% but, in the public interest, the person with the largest amount of land would only
get 10%. this way one could insert the notion of social economic inequality into the solution.
How the landowners got their land might be an issue.
there was also a need to introduce the notion of practicability. for example, in iraq there
was no categorization of land disputes. every property affected had to go to the commission
yet some of it was empty and could have been restituted directly. in 60% to 70% of cases
there was no need to go to a commission.
implementation was also important. if a community was going from a to B, how should it
be done? What did one do with people who refused to abide by decision, who refused to leave
the property? people react in very different ways from what can be assessed beforehand. the
iraqi state was incapable of enforcement. Would the different entities involved be up to the task?
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SESSION 6: FINANCING A PROPERTY
SETTLEMENT
george lordos, M.a. (oxon) in Phil., Politics & economics, MBa (Mit)
lordos presented an outline proposal for the “treatment of property affected by events 19631974” which would also significantly reduce the compensation bill by granting the default
option to pairs of owners and users who reach mutual agreements amongst themselves.
there were three reasons for trying a new approach. legally a property settlement must have
widespread public acceptance and resilience against future challenges, therefore one
needed to avoid superfluous or heavy-handed interference with the freedom of choice of
owners and users. During the discussion, lordos clarified that this meant, inter alia, that after
the solution (and only after the solution) both the points system transactions and the guardian
of tc properties law should be simply set aside, with tc and Gc dispossessed owners granted
symmetrically identical legal interests to their affected property. tcs should be free to choose
among options for the fate of their property in the south based on today’s property values,
and reap the attendant benefit, as much of it had dramatically appreciated in value since
1974. under any other less liberal plan, the Gcs would be under the shadow of billions in
compensations in the event that a court found in favour of a tc who felt effectively expropriated without just compensation. financially, one also needed a solution that intrinsically
reduced the compensation bill. at the same time public opinion research presented on Day
1 showed that owners’ and users’ views needed to be taken into account.
this was a proposal for the first of two phases. the first phase would last two to three
years, during which nothing on the ground would change. in this phase there would be institutional support and generous incentives for certified owners and certified users to attempt
to decide jointly on the fate of each affected property. there would be some guidance on
property values. there would be a reunification Bank for subsidized loans and a property
trust that would fulfil the role of the market-maker facilitating a large number of sales on
both sides that would collectively amount to effective exchanges. if there were no agreement
between certified owner and certified user then their cases would move to the second phase,
where decisions would be handled by the property commission in a manner to be agreed.
the role of the market-making property trust would be to get round the “daisy chain”
problem that created uncertainty and illiquidity: a owns a property in which B lives; B owns
a property in which c lives; c owns a property in which D lives. in the following simplified
example, there were just six houses.
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ayla is a certified user of property n-1 and George is the certified owner. ayla agrees to
buy out George with a loan from the bank. Because she has acquired the property n-1 that
she is using, she must surrender to the trust the property on the other side of which she is a
certified owner, property s-1. property s-1 is preferably a property of similar value and with a
certified user inside it. ayla’s ownership certificate for house s-1 is sold to the trust, which
means ayla’s loan for the purchase of property n-1 is paid off. now the trust has ownership
of both house s-1 and it also owes a debt to the bank.
then we go on to house s-1. the certified user, olga, acquires certified ownership from
the trust with a loan from the bank. this money pays off the trust’s first loan. according to the
rules, olga now has to surrender to the trust a similar property of which she is a certified
owner, n-2, and in exchange the trust pays off her loan to the bank. Katerina then acquires s2 from erol, surrenders n-3 to the trust, and erol acquires n-2 from the holdings of the trust.
Hasan also acquires n-3 from the trust, surrenders s-3 to it, and George uses the proceeds
from his sale of n-1 to ayla to acquire s-3 from the trust.
this simplified example showed that by requiring certified users who buy the property
they use to sell their own affected property to the trust and by requiring the trust to offer the
properties in its holdings for sale to their certified users, the daisy-chain complexity that was
blocking the way to widespread private agreements could be bypassed. moreover, every
certified user had legally acquired title to the house he was using with the freely given consent
of the certified owner. nobody owed any money to anybody, the property trust and the
reunification bank had no assets and no liabilities, and they could be dissolved.
lordos said this proposed architecture could provide the support needed to empower
large numbers of voluntary cash sales in both directions, equivalent to a mass exchange at
valuations agreed by the interested parties. But to be sure of reducing the compensation bill,
empowerment must be accompanied by active encouragement. therefore, time-limited
financial incentives would be necessary to reward certified owners and certified users who
reach mutual agreements, such as access to the cheap funding of the Bank, exemptions from
taxes and fees, code violation amnesties and perhaps a small bonus in floor-area ratio (far).
far is a valuable intangible asset that could be sold in existing secondary markets in cyprus.
after taking into account the changes to the territorial arrangements, even with a 50%
restitution of private Gc land the de facto outcome would be more than satisfactory for
bizonality. moreover, the proposal was based on cash rather than risky bonds or property
appreciation certificates. there would be fewer cases for the property commission to decide
and more exchanges so the fiscal impact would be reduced.
lordos noted that this model did not offer compensation as an option for individual
citizens. compensation should only be given where it was factually impossible to reinstate or
exchange and should be an option of the state, not the individual.
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serden hoca, member of the turkish Cypriot property negotiating
delegation
Hoca said that whenever he talked to Gc friends about the property issue they were usually
ignorant of the outcomes of their proposed approaches. many factors needed to be taken into
consideration, as there were things one might break while trying to build something else.
to date there had been two approaches to the property issue. the tc approach was
founded on the maintenance of bizonality. one of the tools used for redistribution of ownership was the exchange of properties left by tcs in the south for properties left by Gcs in the
north. another tool was the granting of new ownership through certain concepts of rehabilitation. a special law was enacted to conduct the exchange (the item law) and 99% of tcs
voluntarily renounced their title to the south in exchange for property left by Gcs. as regards
rehabilitation, thousands had been aggrieved in 1963-74. many had lost family members,
many were displaced, and many lived in poverty. unemployment rates were over 90%. after
1974 many of these were allocated properties and later granted titles. the aim of this system
was to improve living standards.
Gcs had a different approach to property that had been left by tcs. provisional use was
granted through guardianship. the use of tc properties was only granted if they remained in
their current state. there was no right to develop or sell, so the users in effect were tenants
paying a low rent. the Gc approach to tc properties reflected a desire to return to pre-74
conditions. But as a result of this, only half of the tc properties in the south had been used
and had very little development. the rest were desolate and not worth much on the market.
tcs were unable to develop properties in 1963-74 so many properties were effectively
“museums” of how life was in 1963. then there were the properties in varosha and the buffer
zone where it would be impossible for individual owners to deal with reconstruction even
with full reinstatement.
regardless of the legal validity of and philosophy behind these two approaches there had
been certain consequences. in the north it was now impossible to distinguish between the
properties that were formerly owned by Gcs and the rest. it was the opposite in the south
because tc property had not been developed. the guardianship regime applied to the tc
properties in the south resulted in these properties remaining undeveloped both on an
individual and regional basis. the result was that a fair valuation of these properties could not
be done on an individual basis. they currently had low value. a collective approach was
therefore necessary to rectify a situation that arose from the anomaly of low values and poor
developmental status.
another consequence was that in the north there were titles with different status. some
people acquired property through exchange, some paid for it and some received titles owing
to rights granted to them as part of a scheme involving various forms of socio-economic
rehabilitation. an important point to note was that many properties that had been distributed under this regime were being used as collateral in financial transactions. so this property
had become part of the socioeconomic fabric of the north.
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it was tempting to think that a solution was possible by way of an individual exchange
scheme. But if the exchange system that had already been applied by the tcs was not properly
understood, any such attempt to exchange after a solution was bound to end in failure. it
should be remembered that 99% of tcs had renounced title to their properties in the south
in favour of the tc authorities, and had accepted from the authorities titles to properties left
behind by Gcs. these properties had since been developed, rented, sold or gifted to heirs.
therefore, any idea of an exchange scheme which disregarded this fact and its consequences
would end up creating more problems than it was intending to solve.
as regards the idea of restituting property to Gcs and then granting use to tcs through
leases, experience showed that such an approach had a slim chance of being accepted by
tcs. they did not want to become, in effect, “a leasehold federated state”. the restitution and
lease-based approach would destroy the delicate socioeconomic fabric with a bigger cost
than compensation.
another important problem to tackle was the assessment of a current value for the purposes of valuing the properties for compensation and exchange. it was important to note
that the value of tc properties had been negatively affected from 1963 even without them
being dispossessed. since 1963 they had been effectively outside an internationally recognized state, leading to a huge drop in the values of their properties. if one compared tc and
Gc property values between 1963 and 1974, and then compared the same values between
1974 and 2010, in both cases there would be a huge gap between the tc property values and
the Gc ones. values were higher in the recognized part.
the conclusion was that if one did not understand the outcomes of the current property
regimes on both sides and the socioeconomic fabric of the north, then most ideas for finding
a solution would not be compatible with the realities and would therefore be doomed to fail.

fiona Mullen, sapienta economics (discussant)
mullen said that from an economist’s perspective there were three key challenges to a property
settlement. these were the state of the global economy, the size of the cypriot economy and
refugee expectations. the global economic crisis meant that international funding was unlikely
to be forthcoming for compensation. at the same time, the cypriot economy was small. even
eur 2 billion in compensation was 10% of all-island GDp, so would create a big liquidity shock
if it was all paid at once. on the other hand, refugees, especially Gc refugees, expected to be
paid immediately and expected to be paid at prices prevailing in the south, which are higher
than the market price one might receive for their property if it was sold today in the north.
since it was not possible to compensate refugees at southern prices today, perhaps they could
be offered less money now or more money later, if they were prepared to wait. Whatever the
solution, the property market needed to keep moving, since it is such a fundamental part of
the economy. one didn’t want the property market tied up in claims and processes.

Session 6: Financing a property settlement
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Panos Koutrakos, Professor of european union law and Jean Monnet
Chair in european law at the university of Bristol (concluding remarks)
Koutrakos said that the seminar had brought out a number of threads. the first thread was a
quest for alternative ways of addressing the political impasse in relation to the property issue.
this could be done through the market or through the law (or perhaps both). the two rulings
discussed at the workshop (Apostolides v. Orams at the european court of Justice and
Demopoulos at the ectHr) might appear to suggest two different routes. However, each judgment had to be understood in its own, very specific, legal context. What one could see was
that the ectHr judgment was characterized by a lingering frustration with the status quo,
with the failure of politicians to decide and the ensuing transfer of responsibility onto judges.
the second thread was centred around the various practical difficulties: what do citizens
really want? to what extent do their responses reflect the political rhetoric? and how might a
consultation process be set out in a way that would address these problems? this was very
difficult to address, as the discussion at the workshop revealed wide divergence, for instance,
on numbers.
Both these threads seemed to focus on the role of the law. this addressed issues on the basis
of a case-by-case approach. Would this approach, as illustrated in the Orams and Demopoulos
judgments, give rise to bottom-up pressure with repercussions for the intensity of the political
process? What emerged was the distinct displeasure of judges for being put in a position
where they had to answer political questions. However, the involvement of different transnational courts might lead to a variety of approaches and perhaps lack of certainty. viewed from
this angle, the parties relied on judges at their peril.

emine Çolak, lawyer, Chairperson of the turkish Cypriot human
rights foundation (concluding remarks)
in the warfare leading up to the Demopoulos decision, much emphasis was put on trying to
dismiss the ipc as an organ of an unrecognized authority and therefore invalid. the decision,
however, acknowledged that for the purposes of human rights, if an administrative entity,
irrespective of its name and disputed status, was implementing human rights, then the court
could require complainants to make use of the mechanisms it had established to do this. the
court observed that the ipc in the north had been working, awarding compensation and
organizing the funding to do so.
rather than adopting an attitude of pure opposition to the ipc, it would be helpful to see
that there was a lot that could be learned from the workings of the ipc, including lessons
about “needs” and perceptions of justice. Was the ipc meeting a need such as “homelessness”,
or more the need for justice for loss of a home? moreover, it was extremely difficult to put a
price on such “needs”.
more and more, applicants to the ipc were persons who were either very young or were
not even born in 1974 and had acquired the property through inheritance or gift. some might
not even have seen the property for which they were applying. they had fewer emotional ties
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and could reach amicable agreement on economic calculations. But often such applicants
would respect the older generations request that they should not “sell” the family home.
as people set out to use the various mechanisms for remedy on each side, serious issues
of ethics also arose. for example, if someone had been given property in the north, was it fair
to go back and also claim the property they left in the south? there were known instances of
this kind of misuse of remedies and these were best avoided if the two sides could cooperate
by sharing information at least on a case-by-case basis. Çolak did not consider that the “recognition” issue needed to get in the way of this kind of cooperation for which the current negotiation process could provide “unofficial” channels. there was a serious issue of ethics involved.
there was a great difference in how people on the two sides were interpreting basic
concepts and basic definitions. What is a user? What was a settler? What is a title deed and
what are the rights attached to that title deed?
the logic behind the regime in the north was that if you left property in south you got
property in north of equal value. that was at least the intention. people signed a piece of
paper saying they handed over their property to their side so that their side could sit at the
table and negotiate. there was a whole pool of property in the south which tc owners had
given over to their authorities for the purposes of settling the property dispute. the legality
of it was another issue.
there was the official position relating to the right to return as if it were a commonly
desired reality. one should use opinion polls to test, on the basis of all evidence, whether
bizonality could be achieved by what people were currently saying they would do rather than
obliging the Gc side to appear that they were denying its citizens rights through a legally
binding document. these were not the only polls showing that few people had an inclination
to go back. perhaps they were trying to solve a problem that did not exist.
progress required leadership. there had been measures agreed between the two sides
which if implemented would have significant psychological impact—showing that this island
was shared and creating a whole different climate. one example was the agreement to have
traffic signs in both Greek and turkish on both sides. there was agreement but no implementation because of lack of leadership.
legal processes could create a terminology of regulating rights which resolved problems
without creating a higher number of new cases. High profile court cases could be used in this
way. When one looked at the ectHr, the Demopoulos decision began with an in depth examination of the annan plan provisions on property. she found this very significant.
it was possible to see the work of the ipc as effectively buying up Gc property. also one could
consider that often property was held by the current user in return for something they left in the
south. could it not be said that the commission or the trnc or turkey through the ipc was
buying up land in the south? even there, there was room for creativity in how one could use that.
Çolak hoped that more emphasis would be put on allowing this kind of creative exercise.
the more it got spoken about the more it started to come together and one could see the
gaps. What was bizonality? What was it trying to solve in what kind of world?
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